Current situation (2004)

Today, there are no traces left of this Buddhist gathering place, which is about 20 km to the northeast of the Bayandelger soum centre. Only the area name, Khouralin Khosuul or Khouralin bulan, suggests that there was once such a gathering place of Buddhists, a small congregation and several monks.

**Source(s):** Old man born in 1920 who now lives in Baganuur: Akhmad Daitshing Bazarsad: Baganuur Duureg, IV Khoroo, Rashaantin 2-7

Oral Histories

The source guessed that there was only one ‘dugan’ (temple) and about 5-6 monks.

**Source(s):** Old man born in 1920 who now lives in Baganuur: Akhmad Daitshing Bazarsad: Baganuur Duureg, IV Khoroo, Rashaantin 2-7